Abstract: Transverse-electric (TE) plasmons are a unique and unusual aspect of graphene's plasmonic response that are predicted to manifest when the sign of imaginary part of conductivity changes to negative near the spectral onset of interband transitions. Although thus far, a feasible platform for the direct experimental detection of TE plasmons at finite temperature is yet to be suggested. Here we analyze the dynamics of OttoKretschmann excitation of TE plasmons in graphene. We show that TE plasmons supported by graphene in an Otto configuration unusually exhibit a cutoff thickness between the coupling prism and the graphene layer that forbids their efficient coupling to an incident wave in the case of a singlelayer graphene at typical finite temperatures. In contrast, significantly increased coupling in the case of an N-layer graphene insulator stack, owing to an N-fold increase of the effective graphene conductivity as the insulator thickness approaches zero, is predicted to provide a TE plasmon resonance that is easily detectable at room temperature. 
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Introduction
Graphene is an atomically thin hexagonal crystal of carbon atoms that has attracted overwhelming inter-disciplinary interest [1] since the initial demonstration of its large DC electrical conductivity that is tunable in real-time by electrical gating [2] . The outstanding electrical properties of graphene make it a candidate material for next generation electronic devices, and the unusual (linear) dispersion of its charge carriers makes it a unique test bed for exotic fundamental predictions of solid state theory [3] . Meanwhile, the results of numerous studies of graphene's electrodynamic response have led to an increasing interest in graphene from the optics and photonics communities for a variety of applications [4, 5] . A unique and attractive feature of graphene's electrodynamic response is its tunability [6] between two different behaviors according to the Fermi energy of its charge carriers (E F ) relative to the photon energy (ħω). At small doping (or, high frequency; ħω > 2E F ), graphene exhibits a broadband and saturable [7] absorbance of ~2.3% [8] which has seen it implemented in modelocked lasers [7, 9] , efficient absorbers [10] [11] [12] [13] On the other hand, studies focusing on graphene's spectral transition region (ħω ~2E F ) are surprisingly limited. Interestingly, in the spectral transition region, it has been predicted that the imaginary part of graphene's conductivity (Im[σ] = σ″) changes sign from positive (σ″ > 0, i.e. metallic) at low frequencies, to negative (σ″ < 0, i.e. dielectric) at high frequencies [37] . Notably, this sign change has been associated with the predicted manifestation of transverse electric (TE) plasmons, rather than the conventional TM plasmons, i.e., TE (TM) for when σ″ < 0 (σ″ > 0), in both single- [37] and bi-layer [38] graphene. In analogy with the fundamental guided mode of a high-index dielectric slab waveguide [39] as the slab thickness approaches zero, TE plasmons supported by graphene are weakly bound [37] to the graphene plane, but exhibit very low propagation loss [37] , and are highly sensitive to the optical contrast between adjacent dielectrics sandwiching the graphene layer [40] . Based on this sensitivity, a TEplasmonic gas-sensor was recently proposed and predicted theoretically to exhibit an impressive detection limit exceeding 6.7 × 10 −7 RIU (refractive index units) at room temperature [40] . However, the very existence of TE plasmons, which is a fundamental aspect of graphene's plasmonic response, is yet to be experimentally demonstrated. While theoretical studies of TE plasmon-induced fluorescence rate modification [41, 42] and the graphene susceptibility loss function [43] have suggested that experimental detection of TE plasmons will be a challenge due to weak coupling at finite temperatures, a thorough quantitative analysis pertaining to a real experimental setup is yet to be presented.
In this paper we study the dynamics of Otto-Kretschmann [44,45] excitation of TE plasmons in graphene as a route to their experimental detection. An Otto-Kretschmann (or simply, Otto) configuration, which has been ubiquitously employed for detection and measurement of SPPs on bulk metals, would allow the direct optical probing of TE plasmons, in contrast to indirect probing by secondary effects such as plasmon-induced modification of fluorescent decay rate. Furthermore, in contrast with the graphene TM plasmons that usually exhibit exceptionally large effective index [32, 45] , the small effective index of TE plasmons (close to that of the surrounding bulk [37]) should make them easily accessible to Otto excitation.
Our analytical and numerical investigation reveals the unusual existence of a cutoff film thickness between the coupling prism and the graphene layer -inversely proportional to the imaginary part of the graphene conductivity -below which TE plasmons in an Otto configuration are no longer fully bound to the graphene plane. It is found that, at realistic values of the conductivity of single-layer graphene at a temperature T = 300K and down to T = 80K, a large cutoff thickness combined with small plasmon propagation loss prevents efficient coupling of the incident wave to the TE plasmon, thus presenting a challenge to their experimental detection. As a route to improved detectability of TE plasmons, we propose and demonstrate that the experimental conditions could be significantly relaxed by introducing multi-layer graphene stacks [27, [46] [47] [48] .
Conductivity of graphene in the spectral transition region at finite temperature
The sheet conductivity of single-layer graphene is obtained from the random phase approximation (RPA) [32, 49, 50] in the local limit, q → 0 (or, q << k F ; q is the plasmon wavenumber, and k F is the Fermi wavenumber) [51] :
where
k B is Boltzmann's constant, e is the charge of an electron, τ = μE F /ev F 2 is the electron scattering relaxation time, v F = 3 × 10 6 ms −1 is the Fermi velocity of charge carriers in graphene, and the electron mobility is chosen conservatively as μ = 1 × 10 4 cm 2 (Vs)
. We note that the weak localization of TE plasmons (i.e., at the considered doping, q ~nk 0 << k F ; k 0 = ω/c is the vacuum wavenumber, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and n is the refractive index of the surrounding bulk) ensures that the local limit applies.
The frequency dependent real and imaginary parts of conductivity (σ = σ′ + iσ″) in the spectral transition region are shown in Fig. 1 for several Fermi energies and at the temperatures (a) T = 300K (room) and (b) T = 80K (liquid nitrogen); the conductivity is normalized to the universal conductivity, σ u = e 2 /4ħ [8] . The real part of conductivity σ′, which determines the optical loss in graphene, is evidently characterized by a shift from small ohmic loss in the Drude regime (Ω < 2; Ω = ħω/E F is the normalized frequency), to a frequency independent absorption σ′ = σ u (Ω > 2) induced by interband carrier transitions which become dominant as ħω > 2E F . The effect of increased temperature or decreased Fermi energy is apparent in Fig. 1 as a broadening of the transition region. A step-like dependence of σ′ is approached for increasing E F /k B T; the T = 0K limit is achieved as
). An increase of E F /k B T simultaneously increases the depth of the minimum of σ″, and a singularity σ″(Ω → 2) → −∞ occurs in the T = 0K limit [37]. The efficiency of Otto excitation of TE plasmons in graphene will be shown below to increase with the plasmon effective index, n eff = q/k 0 . In the limiting case of a graphene layer immersed in a uniform medium of refractive index n, n eff is given by the dispersion relation [37, 45] 
where σ″ < 0; we refer to this as the symmetric, semi-infinite case. Analysis of this dispersion relation reveals that n eff increases with the quantities |σ″| − σ′ and |σ″|, and thus the doping of graphene (E F /ħω) should be chosen with a view to maximize these quantities. In this regard, for our study below we take the conductivity of a single-layer graphene to be σ ~0.5σ u − iσ u , which is achievable when E F ~0.5eV and T ~80K.
Otto excitation of TE plasmons in single-layer graphene
We consider the Otto excitation scheme shown in Fig. 2(a) : an effectively semi-infinite highindex dielectric medium (e.g., a coupling prism) with the refractive index n 1 = 2 is juxtaposed at the plane x = 0 with a semi-infinite low-index dielectric medium of refractive index n 2 = 1.5 in which a graphene layer with the sheet conductivity σ = σ′ + iσ″ occupies the x = d plane. A TE-polarized plane wave is incident onto the n 1 |n 2 interface at an angle θ. The ansatz is made that the electric field in each medium m = 1,2,3 takes the form ( ) ( )
where, 
Substituting the ansatz into the Helmholtz equation 
H K at the interfaces, noting that K(x = 0) = 0 and
, and taking B 3 = 0 (i.e., absence of a reflected wave in medium 3), we obtain the reflection coefficient of the incident wave R = |r| 2 (r = B 1 /A 1 ) with
where Λ = κ -iμ 0 ωσ, and μ 0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability. We note that Eq. (3) can also be derived using the transmittance matrix technique [39, 45] . In Fig. 2(b) we show the angular reflectance distribution R(θ) staggered for d from d/λ = 0 (bottom curve) to d/λ = 30 (top curve), and σ ~0.5σ u − iσ u . It can be seen that a sharp minimum in R(θ) emerges at the critical angle θ c of the n 1 |n 2 interface (θ c = asin(n 2 /n 1 )) when d/λ > ≈5. The minimum becomes broadened as d increases while at the same time shifting to the right, yet remaining very close to θ c within Δθ = θ − θ c ~0.001deg. The expected angular range of TE plasmon excitation can be approximated from the symmetric semi-infinite case (i.e., d → ∞), θ TE ~asin(n eff /n 1 ), which gives Δθ ~0.001deg, thus suggesting that the reflection minimum could be a consequence of the excitation of TE plasmons. To eliminate the possibility that the reflection minimum is a trivial consequence of loss in the graphene layer (i.e., σ′ > 0), we also plot R(θ, d/λ = 7) for when the incident wave is TM polarized (for both σ″ > 0 and σ″ < 0 -dashed curve Fig. 2(c) ; the derivation of the TM case is analogous to the above replacing E with H in Eq. (2)), and TE polarized with σ″ > 0. The evident absence of a distinct minimum in R(θ) in the vicinity of the critical angle except for when the incident wave is TE polarized and σ″ < 0 further suggests that the reflection minimum is solely due to the TE plasmon excitation.
Noting that in Fig. 2(b) , R max ≈0.966 (at large angles θ > θ c R max ≠1 due to absorption in graphene), we find that the reflectance contrast does not exceed ΔR/R max ~10% (ΔR = R max -R min , R min = min[R(θ ≥ θ c )]), and R min > 0 for all d. Therefore critical coupling [52, 53] of the incident wave to the TE plasmon (which would correspond to R min = 0) is not achieved. Furthermore, noting the extremely narrow angular width of the reflection minimum that is δθ < 0.001deg, which exceeds the angular resolution limit of typical SPP detectors (see for example Table 2 in [54] , and [55] ), the Otto excitation of TE plasmons in the considered single-layer graphene at T = 80K would be a challenge to detect experimentally.
A theoretical understanding of the dispersive properties of TE plasmons supported by graphene in an Otto configuration will suggest routes toward loosening the experimental conditions required for their experimental detection. To this end we solve the dispersion relation of leaky TE plasmons in the asymmetric three-layer system of Fig. 2(a) . The dispersion relation is obtained on setting A 1 ,B 3 = 0 in Eq. (2), substituting into the boundary conditions on E and H, and then setting the resulting 4 × 4 determinant of coefficients B 1 ,A 2 ,,B 2 ,A 3 equal to zero, thus arriving at:
Equation (4) is solved numerically for complex q = q′ + iq″ under the condition that Re(κ)≥0 which ensures that the plasmon electric field is exponentially bound to the graphene layer and leaks only into propagating modes of medium 1. The expected angle of excitation of the leaky TE plasmon, θ TE , is obtained from the phase matching condition q′ = n 1 k 0 sin(θ TE ) [44, 45] . In Fig. 2(d) we plot the normalized deviation from the critical angle of θ TE (d) (solid curves), and also for the angle θ Rmin (dashed curves) corresponding to the minimum of R(θ≥θ c ) (i.e., R(θ Rmin ) = R min ), for the conductivity σ = 0.5σ u − iσ u (red curves). To observe contrasting behavior, we also show data for two experimentally challenging (e.g. very-low temperature) conductivities exhibiting smaller internal loss σ′: σ = 0.1σ u − iσ u (green curves) and σ = 0.01σ u − iσ u (blue curves). Firstly, we note that each curve θ TE (d) asymptotically approaches a fixed value at large d, which expectedly corresponds exactly to the wavenumber of TE plasmons in the symmetric semi-infinite structure with refractive index n 2 . Secondly, we note that all curves θ TE (d) collapse to the critical angle θ c at a particular value d = d cut -see also the dashed curve in Fig. 2(b) corresponding to d/λ = 7. This value of d constitutes a cutoff at which the electric field of the TE plasmon becomes completely delocalized (i.e., κ(d = d cut ) = 0) and leaks into propagating modes of medium 3 (see also Fig. 3(c) ). The cutoff can be easily obtained from Eq. (4) taking κ → 0 and Taylor expanding the LHS to first order. In the limit of zero loss (σ′ = 0) and when k 1 >> ωμ 0 |σ″| we obtain d cut /λ ≈cε 0 /(2π|σ″|) which gives d cut /λ ≈7 when σ″ = −σ u , and matches very well with the distance at which blue and green curves in Fig.  2 (d) collapse to critical angle, i.e. those corresponding to small internal loss (σ′ << |σ″|).
Thirdly, while we note excellent quantitative agreement between θ TE (d) and θ Rmin (d) to within < 0.01% at each of the considered conductivities, there is evident mismatch when σ′ = 0.5σ u (red solid and dashed curves in Fig. 2(d) ). This is related to strong under-coupling [53] of the incident wave to the TE plasmon at large internal loss. To illustrate this, in Fig. 3(a) we plot the d-dependent internal loss coefficient q int ″ (solid curves) and radiative loss coefficient q rad ″ (dashed curve) of the TE plasmon at each of the three considered conductivities; the data for each conductivity is plotted over the domain d ≥ d cut . The quantity q rad ″ is obtained from the solution of Eq. (4) after setting σ′ = 0 in which case q rad ″ = q″ i.e., the only loss mechanism is radiative loss. The quantity q int ″ is obtained on introducing σ′≠0, solving Eq. (4), and taking q int ″ = q″ − q rad ″. Interestingly, we see that when the conductivity takes the realistic value σ = 0.5σ u − iσ u , at all d > d cut , the internal loss is several orders of magnitude greater than the radiative loss, which is far from the critical coupling regime; critical coupling occurring when q int ″ = q rad ″ [52] . Considering that the radiative loss is reciprocal to the radiative coupling gain, we see that the TE plasmon is in fact strongly under-coupled. At the same time, it is interesting to note that cumulatively (i.e., internal plus radiative loss), the plasmon itself exhibits very low propagation loss, with a normalized (to the plasmon wavelength λ p ) propagation length l ≈1/q″ ~1000λ p . The low loss of the plasmon is responsible for the narrow angular width of the minimum in R(θ) [44] , yet the existence of a large cutoff thickness d cut forbids the incident wave from effectively driving the plasmon. We expect that increased coupling of the incident wave to the TE plasmon could be achieved by reducing the internal loss (σ′) of the graphene (and thus, q int ″), such that the plasmon internal loss becomes comparable to the radiative loss -this is demonstrated by the green and blue curves in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , corresponding respectively to σ′ = 0.1σ u and σ′ = 0.01σ u . For small internal loss such as σ′ = 0.01σ u , the critical coupling condition [52, 53] , for which the internal loss becomes equal to the radiative loss, can be satisfied (see blue curve intersecting with black dashed curve in Fig. 3(a) ), and θ TE (d) and θ Rmin (d) almost perfectly match ( Fig. 2(d) ). Naturally, we expect a zero in R(θ) when q int ″ = q rad ″ is satisfied; this is illustrated by the blue curve in Fig. 3(b) . It is evident from Fig. 3 (a) that when σ′ is further reduced, the radiative and internal plasmon loss will become comparable or equal at larger values of the film thickness d, and thus evidence of coupling of the incident wave to the TE plasmon is seen at larger film thickness (see Fig. 3 (b) ). On the other hand, in the lossless case (σ′ = 0), the evidence of TE plasmon coupling is absent from the angular reflectance distribution since there is no light absorption in the graphene layer. Thus, decreasing the internal loss of graphene significantly increases coupling between the plasmon and incident wave, resulting in strong reduction of the reflectance at the TE plasmon resonance. It is unusual that, although the plasmon itself exhibits extremely weak internal losses, a route to its more convenient experimental detection (i.e., increased contrast of the reflectance minimum) would be to further reduce the internal loss of the single-layer graphene. However, to do so would require the cooling of the graphene to very low temperatures.
To obtain insight into the cutoff dynamics of Otto excited TE plasmons, in Fig. 3 (c) we show the plasmon electric field intensity distribution |E 2,3 (x − d)| 2 at several values of d, as determined from substituting q(d) = q′ + iq″ (i.e., with q obtained from Eq. (4)) into the boundary conditions with A 1 ,B 3 = 0 and normalizing so that A 3 = 1. When d >> d cut , we observe an almost symmetric field distribution (about x = d) which approaches that of the TE plasmon of the semi-infinite symmetric structure. As d → d cut the field becomes increasingly asymmetric, rapidly delocalizing from the graphene layer in medium 3, while slowly becoming more localized in medium 2. The cutoff d = d cut corresponds to complete delocalization of the field and leakage of the plasmon into propagating waves in medium 3 (in the positive-x direction). To contrast, we also show the electric field distribution of TE plasmons supported by a graphene sheet (at x = d) sandwiched between two semi-infinite dielectrics with the respective refractive indices n a (x < d) and n b (x > d), referred to as the asymmetric semi-infinite structure - Fig. 3(d) . We note that the cutoff behavior in the asymmetric semi-infinite structure holds qualitative similarity to that of the Otto structure, except comparing each case shows that the plasmon becomes delocalized toward opposite sides of the graphene layer (i.e., toward or away the side containing the high index medium).
The cutoff dynamics of TE plasmons in the Otto configuration are further revealed on calculating the z-component of power flow in medium 1, 2 and 3 given respectively by
the time-averaged z-component of Poynting vector in medium m, and the electric fields are given by Eq. (2) with A 1 ,B 3 = 0. In the limit of weak-leakage of the plasmon (q″ << q′), we have P (1) << P (2) + P (3) (since P (1) contains only the leakage wave prior to the cutoff), and P
+ P
≈C where C is a d-independent constant. We find in the limit κ → 0 that P
≈|A 3 | 2 d, and P (3) ≈|A 3 | 2 /2κ. Thus we see that as the cutoff (i.e., corresponding to κ → 0) is approached, the plasmon amplitude (A 3 ) approaches zero (to ensure that C is finite), and P (2) /P (3) ≈2κd → 0, showing that the plasmon energy is mostly found in medium 3 (x > d). Furthermore, the power cutoff dynamics are independent of the optical contrast across the interface separating medium 1 from 2 (i.e., Δn = n 1 − n 2 ), and depend only on n 2 (recalling that
whereas the cutoff behavior in the semi-infinite anti-symmetric structure is very sensitive to the optical contrast [40] ; the former is also consistent with the absence of the optical contrast from the expression for the cutoff thickness (d cut /λ ≈cε 0 /(2π|σ″|). On the other hand, we find that reducing the optical contrast can increase the coupling efficiency of the incident wave to the TE plasmon owing to increased penetration of the totally reflected incident beam (i.e., for θ > θ C ) into medium 2. We also point out that the cutoff itself, inversely proportional to |σ″|, suggests a second route (besides reducing the internal loss) to more convenient detection of TE plasmons in graphene. Indeed, increasing |σ″| will reduce the cutoff thickness and allow increased coupling between the incident wave and the TE plasmon. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 (a) , where we plot R(θ min ) for increasing values of |σ″| while keeping the internal loss fixed at σ′ = 0.5σ u (similarly to Fig. 3(b) , each curve is terminated at the respective values of d = d cut ). A significant reduction of the reflectance reveals enhanced coupling of the incident wave to the TE plasmon at increasing values of |σ″|, including critical coupling for when σ″ = −8σ u ; the cutoff prevents the critical coupling condition from being satisfied when |σ″| < ≈8σ u . The TE coupling enhancement is further demonstrated in Fig. 4(b) which shows the angular reflectance distribution at those values of d providing the minimum reflectance (as obtained from Fig. 4(a) ). Yet considering that |σ″| > 1 is difficult to achieve in practice except at very low temperature, in section 4 we suggest and demonstrate that multi-layer graphene stacks (see for example [27, 45, 48] ) is a way to increase the effective conductivity of graphene toward providing less strict experimental conditions for the detection of TE plasmons. Finally, we note that it was recently predicted that TE plasmons supported in an optical cavity exhibit a cutoff with respect to the cavity width [43] . From this context, our results demonstrate that a TE plasmon cutoff is exhibited not only in an enclosed cavity but also when the TE plasmon is attempted to be confined on only one side by a high index medium.
Multi-layer graphene stacks toward detection of TE plasmons at room temperature
In section 3 we predicted that the Otto excitation of TE plasmons in a single-layer graphene can lead to a minimum in the angular reflectance distribution at the critical angle with a contrast ΔR/R max ~10%, although which would require a very high angular resolution exceeding ~0.001deg to experimentally detect. In this regard, we seek a means to increase the angular width and depth of the reflection minimum to facilitate the feasible experimental detection of TE plasmons in graphene. In this section we propose that stacking multiple single-layer graphenes [27, 47] could provide both a widening and deepening of the reflectance minimum owing to an effective increase of the graphene conductivity. For example, in graphene insulator stacks [27, 48] or multi-layer graphene obtained from layer-bylayer transfer of single-layer graphenes [47] , electronic decoupling between neighboring graphene layers provides an effective conductivity increase according to σ N = Nσ [27, 47] as the distance between neighboring layers approaches zero; N is the number of single-layer graphenes in the stack, σ is the sheet conductivity of a single-layer graphene, and σ N is the effective sheet conductivity of the graphene multi-layer stack. We note that a random crystalline orientation between neighboring graphene layers [27, 47] provides the electronic decoupling [46] (and Nσ behavior), while for bi-layer or few layer graphene, the expression for conductivity becomes increasingly complicated (see for example [38] ).
We start at an Otto configuration with two single-layer graphenes (a two layer system) -the structure is the same as Fig. 1(a) except with an additional single-layer graphene inserted at the plane x = d + Δ. Insight into the TE plasmon dynamics as the structural transition is made from the two-isolated-layer system (i.e., Δ > 0) to the two-layer-stack (i.e., as Δ → 0) is obtained by solving the dispersion equation of TE plasmons supported by the two layer system. The dispersion equation is derived in determinant form following the same method in section 2 after inserting an additional layer (d < x < d + Δ) and boundary condition (i.e., at the additional graphene layer) at x = d + Δ. Expectedly, we find that the dispersion equation has two solutions corresponding to an even or odd coupled mode (i.e., with equal or opposing sign of electric field at either graphene layer) each comprising the even or odd coupling between the TE plasmons supported by each single layer system (i.e., one with a single-layer graphene only at x = d, and the other only at x = d + Δ). The d-dependence of the deviation of the TE coupled-mode plasmon effective index (with respect to, and normalized to the bulk effective index: (n eff -n 2 )/n 2 , which equals to zero at d = d cut ) of both even (dashed) and odd (dot-dashed) mode solutions is shown in Fig. 5(a) at indicated values of normalized inter-layer separation (Δ/λ), and when the single-layer graphene conductivity is fixed at σ = 0.5σ u − iσ u . As Δ increases, we see that the odd mode effective index converges exactly to that of the plasmon supported by the single layer system (marked N = 1, thick red solid line), in which case the plasmon field is bound only to the upper graphene layer (i.e., at x = d). For the odd mode, coupling induced perturbation of the effective index (evident for smaller values of Δ) rapidly increase d cut (the d/λ-intercept in Fig.  5(a) ) which would significantly reduce coupling of an incident wave to the odd TE plasmon mode. Thus we conclude that the odd TE mode would likely be experimentally undetectable at the considered single-layer graphene conductivity. In contrast, modal coupling rapidly increases the effective index of the even TE plasmon mode, starting at that of the TE plasmon of the isolated lower graphene layer (see the thick red dashed curve in Fig. 5(a) , which corresponds to the symmetric semi-infinite structure), and in the limit that Δ → 0, converging to that of a single layer system with an effective conductivity σ 2 = 2σ and a halved (i.e., as compared to the single-layer case) cutoff thickness d cut /λ = 3.5. As we predicted in section 3, a decreased cutoff thickness (at increased |σ″|) provides increased coupling of the TE plasmon to the incident wave.
To demonstrate increased coupling of an incident wave to TE plasmons in N-layer graphene stacks, in Fig. 5(b) we plot the angular reflectance distribution R(θ) about the critical angle (vertical dashed line) for when d = d cut at the respective values of N (as indicated in the figure). These curves are obtained from the transmittance matrix method [39, 45] with the inter-layer spacing Δ/λ = 0.001. It is immediately evident that the reflection minimum significantly widens and deepens as the numbers of layers in the graphene stack (N) increases, even to the extent that critical coupling is achieved (i.e., R(θ c ) ≈0) when N = 20. The angular width of the reflection minimum is increased by two orders of magnitude from Δθ ~0.001deg in the single layer case to Δθ ~0.1deg when N ~10, providing for much easier experimental detection (see also inset of Fig. 5(b) ). We also show an example case of a 20-layer graphene stack at room temperature (T = 300K) for which we have taken the single layer graphene conductivity as σ = 0.5σ u − 0.5iσ u (see Fig. 1(a) ). Interestingly, an appreciable contrast of the reflection minimum (ΔR/R max ≈70%) is obtained while preserving the broad angular width. These results are therefore promising toward the experimental detection of TE plasmons in graphene including at room temperature.
Conclusion
We investigated an Otto configuration as a route to the experimental detection of TE plasmons in graphene. From solution of their dispersion equation, we demonstrated that TE plasmons supported by graphene in an Otto configuration exhibit a cutoff at a particular thickness of the film between the graphene layer and the coupling prism. While the TE plasmon exhibits very weak internal and radiative losses, the existence of the cutoff was shown to prevent its efficient coupling to an incident wave. These two factors produce a minimum in the angular reflectance distribution which is both low contrast (ΔR/R max < 10%) and of exceptionally narrow angular width (Δθ ~0.001deg), hindering the experimental detection of TE plasmons in single-layer graphene at finite temperatures. To address this issue, we proposed the Otto excitation of TE plasmons in a multi-layer stack of single-layer graphenes. Owing to the effective increase of the graphene conductivity by a factor equal to the number of layers (i.e., σ N = Nσ), we demonstrated significantly increased coupling of TE plasmons to an incident wave, including orders-of-magnitude increase in the angular width and reflectance contrast of the TE plasmon resonance. Our results suggest that an Otto scheme with a graphene multi-layer stack provides the first recognized platform for the feasible detection of TE plasmons in graphene at room temperature. Experimental detection of TE plasmons in graphene is of significant fundamental importance and the experimental implementation of the suggested Otto scheme is to be presented in a future work. We foresee that our proposed scheme could provide a realistic platform for a new type of SPP detector based on the narrow angular width of the TE plasmon resonance.
